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Abstract— Recent research in the area of beamforming for
the uplink of DS – CDMA systems with base-station antenna
arrays involves methods which rely on processing the correlation
matrices of both the front-end received signal and of the signal
obtained after code-matched-filtering . However, these beamform-
ing methods were devised assuming an idealized received chip
pulse waveform (CPW) and may not perform as well for other
CPWs. Moreover, in actual systems, the quantization precision
for the front-end signal is usually very low and, therefore, when
this signal is directly used to compute beamforming weights, poor
performance may result. The effective quantization precision is
known to improve significantly by despreadingthe received signal.
The new approach to beamforming proposed herein still relies
on the signal despread bycode-filtering, but uses the correlation
matrix of the signal obtained from another despreading process,
called signal-cancellation, instead of that of the front-end signal.
This approach yields fast and accurate beamforming methods
which are less dependent on the actual received CPW.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Smart antenna arrays can improve the performance in cel-
lular CDMA systems [1] by beamforming (spatial filtering).
However, recently proposed beamforming methods for CDMA
uplink [1] [2] assume an idealized received chip pulse wave-
form (CPW) and proceed as follows: (1) the baseband received
signal is despread employing thecode-filteringtechnique [1];
(2) the correlation matrices of the despread and front-end
signal vectors are then appropriately processed to produce the
beamformer even though, in practice, the front-end received
signal may have low quantization precision compared to the
effective quantization precision of the despread signal [3].

Herein we try to relax the CPW assumption and to avoid
using the correlation matrix of the front-end received signal
vector. We considersignal-cancellationdespreading [4], which
cancels the intended-signal contribution, and show how it
can be advantageously exploited to devise accurate and fast
beamformers which satisfy the above-mentioned requirements.

Paper organization: Section II describes thecode-filtering
andsignal-cancellationdespreading techniques and Section III
presents beamforming methods. Finally, Section IV contains
the conclusions of this work.

II. D ESPREADING METHODS

Consider an asynchronous DS – CDMA cellular system with
a base station antenna array receiving signals fromM mobile
stations. The Processing Gain of the system (an integer) is

defined as the ratio between the symbol and chip periods, i.e.,
PG

∆= T/Tc. We used the signal model from [4].
Previously-proposed beamforming methods for CDMA up-

link [1] [2], described in Section III, employed the correlation
matrix of a symbol-spaced sample of the front-end received
signal vector [1]

Rxn

∆= E{xnxH
n } =

M∑
m=1

PmamaH
m + σ2I. (1)

wherePm is the power of the signal received from themth mo-
bile, am is the corresponding array response vector [1] (ARV)
andσ2 is the AWGN variance. The intended mobile has index
n. To cope with oversampling, CDMA modems minimize the
word length for the quantization of the front-end received
signal. Actually, most modems quantize the pre-despreading
signal to only 4 bits [3]. We will not investigate performance-
degrading effects of such low precision on beamforming, but
we will propose approaches that avoid the problem altogether.

A. Despreading using thecode-filteringapproach

The code-filtering post-correlation signal vectoryn is ob-
tained by correlating the received signal vector with the chip
sequence of the intended mobile [1] [4]. Its (scaled) correlation
matrix can be written as [1]

Ryn

∆=
1
Tc

E{yn yH
n }

= PG· PnanaH
n + ξ

M∑

m6=n

PmamaH
m + ζ σ2I, (2)

where ξ and ζ are scalars determined by the received CPW
[1]. Equation (2) can be recast as

Ryn = Rsn + RIN , (3)

to show the intended signal contribution

Rsn

∆= PG· PnanaH
n , (4)

and the interference-plus-noise contribution

RIN
∆= ξ

M∑

m 6=n

PmamaH
m + ζ σ2I. (5)



Naguib [1] assumed that the chip sequences transmitted by
the mobiles are made of square pulses and that the channel
has ideal low-pass characteristics, with bandwidth1/Tc. In this
caseξ = ζ = 1 [1]. When the received pulse is rectangular
ξ = 2/3 [1].

B. Despreading using thesignal-cancellationapproach

If the front-end signal is correlated with the chip sequence
obtained by changing the polarity of every other chip in the
original chip sequence for the intended mobile, the contri-
bution from this mobile vanishes (for even PG) [4] and the
(scaled) correlation matrix of thesignal-cancellationpost-
correlation signal vectorzn is [4]

Rzn

∆=
1
Tc

E{zn zH
n } = ξ

M∑

m6=n

PmamaH
m + ζ σ2I. (6)

Notice, from (5) and (6), that regardless of the CPW

RIN ≡ Rzn . (7)

Despreading virtually increases the quantization precision of
yn andzn, e.g., ifxn is quantized with 4 bits and ifPG = 64
then the effective precision of the despread signals is 7 bits
[3, Ch. 7].

III. M AXIMUM -SINR BEAMFORMING METHODS

An optimum beamforming approach foryn is to maximize
the signal to interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the beam-
former output, i.e.

SINR =
wHRsnw
wHRINw

. (8)

The maximum-SINR beamformer can be shown to be the
dominant eigenvector of the matrix pencil(Rsn ,RIN), i.e.

wopt = d (Rsn ,RIN) . (9)

For the numerical results shown later in this work the dominant
eigenvectors are computed using the Power Method (PM) [5].

Using (4) and (8), one can also write [1]

wopt = R−1
IN an. (10)

For the beamformers from (9) and (10) the SINR from (8) is

SINRmax = PG · PnaH
n R−1

IN an. (11)

A. Beamforming based onwopt = R−1
IN an

1) Naguib’s method based on code-filtering andRxn :
Assuming an ideally-bandlimited received CPW (ξ = ζ = 1),
Naguib [1] showed thatRIN can be computed as

RIN,Naguib = Rxn −
1

PG
Ryn , (12)

using (1) and (2). Nevertheless, a different CPW will result in
different ξ andζ [1] and thenRIN,Naguib calculated as above
only approximates the trueRIN from (5).

TABLE I

RELATIVE ERRORS IN CALCULATEDan AND RIN

||an,calc−an,true||
||an,true||

||RIN,calc−RIN,true||
||RIN,true||

Method CPW in [1] rectang. CPW CPW in [1] rectang. CPW
Naguib 1.0840 1.0809 ≈ 0 0.5105

SCMD ≈ 0 ≈ 0 0 0

In [1] Naguib claims, without demonstration, thatan =
d(Ryn ,Rxn). For details, see [1], Section 3.2.2, page 62, and
Section 4.1, pages 84-91. However, we found that in fact

an = Rxn
v, with v = d(Ryn

,Rxn
). (13)

Thus, Naguib’s method for ARV calculation is not accurate
unlessRxn is proportional to the identity matrix,I. Note
that this method to calculate the ARV was used for DOA-
estimation in [6] and exhibited poor performance.

2) Beamforming method based on signal-cancellation and
code-filtering: Using the code-filtering and signal-cancellation
covariance matrices from (2) and (6), the following matrix
difference is taken

Ryn −Rzn = PG· PnanaH
n , (14)

which provides the ARV for the intended signal as

an = d(Ryn −Rzn). (15)

Furthermore, (7) tells us thatRIN = Rzn . Thus, the optimum
beamformer can be computed accurately using (10) without
requiring the front-end signal or unrealistic assumptions on
the CPW. Since this new method, denoted with SCMD from
signal-cancellation matrix difference, and Naguib’s method
both require two correlation matrices, they have roughly the
same computational complexity.

Error analysis results: consider a scenario with PG=
128 ≈ 21 dB, a 5-element uniform linear array with half-
wavelength inter-element spacing (these settings are used for
all the numerical results showed hereafter), the intended signal
at (90◦; 0 dB) and two powerful interferers at(85◦; 10 dB)
and (95◦; 10 dB) relative to (antenna endfire; noise variance).
The correlation matricesRxn , Ryn and Rzn are computed
using (1), (2) and (6), respectively. Table I shows the relative
Frobenius norm [5] errors inan andRIN when calculated with
Naguib’s method and the SCMD method proposed above, for
the two extreme cases of CPW. Notice that while the latter
method exactly determinesRIN and an in both casesRIN

computed with Naguib’s method incurs a large error when the
received CPW does not coincide with the CPW assumed in
[1]. Moreover, Naguib’s method for ARV-calculation method
fails, as expected.

B. Beamforming based on dominant eigenvector

1) Choi’s method based on code-filtering andRxn : for the
ideally-bandlimited CPW [1], Choi [2] showed that maximiz-
ing the SINR in (8) amounts to maximizing

wHRynw
wHRxnw

. (16)



TABLE II

REQUIRED NUMBER OFPM ITERATIONS

Number of PM iterations
Method CPW in [1] rectangular CPW

Choi 11 10

SCB 2 2

The solution is obviouslywopt = d(Ryn
,Rxn

). Using (10)
one can verify (13), supporting our claim that Naguib’s method
for ARV calculation is inaccurate.

2) Signal-Cancellation Beamforming (SCB):using (3)
and (7), the SINR from (8) becomes

SINR =
wH (Ryn −Rzn)w

wHRzn
w

, (17)

which is maximized bywopt = d(Ryn
−Rzn

,Rzn
). This is

the second newly-proposed beamforming approach.
PM Convergence Results: note that the PM, used to compute

the dominant eigenvector, converges faster for a larger ratio of
the dominant eigenvalue to the next-to-dominant eigenvalue
[5]. Theoretically,(Ryn − Rzn) is a rank-one matrix while
Ryn is full-rank. For the same scenario as in III-A.2, Table II
shows the theoretical advantage in convergence speed of SCB
over Choi’s beamformer.

C. Numerical Simulation Results

The following results are for rectangular CPW and
estimated correlation matrices. The intended signal ar-
rives at (90◦; 0 dB) and the interfering signals at(90◦ ±
5◦,±15◦,±25◦,±35◦; 10 dB). The simulated front-end re-
ceived signal was quantized at computer precision, which is
extremely high compared to that in actual CDMA modems).
Thus, our results show a lower bound on the possible per-
formance improvement attainable with signal-cancellation de-
spreading.

In Fig. 1 note the poor performance of Naguib’s method
(even maximum-SNR beamforming, wherewopt = an, is
better!). SCB yields SINR very close to that of theoretical
maximum SINR beamforming. Choi’s method has similar
performance (curve not shown). However, Fig. 2 shows that,
unlike for SCB, the number of PM iterations required for
convergence in Choi’s method is large and increases signifi-
cantly when powerful interferers are added to the system, thus
slowing the beamforming operation.

These results show that, even when the quantization effect is
not considered, the proposed signal-cancellation-based beam-
forming methods are more accurate and faster than Naguib’s
[1] and Choi’s [2] methods, respectively.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, for the uplink of a CDMA system setting, we
showed thatsignal-cancellationdespreading, which eliminates
the intended signal, may be employed together withcode-
filtering despreading, which enhances the intended signal, to
devise beamformers that outperform in terms of accuracy and
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Fig. 2. Number of PM iterations vs. the number of signal sources

speed those computed using the correlation matrix of the front-
end received signal vector. Future work will consider other,
more realistic, received chip waveforms.
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